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BGM Tracklist:Shinobi Transformation - Summon Support by Senpai ToujouyaBGM Tracklist:Frantic Mode - Battle of the Gods by Senpai Toujouya Each Background Music Track can be changed individually. Please
make sure you have enough space on your PlayStation®4 hard drive, as this content requires about 150 GB. Once the DLC has been downloaded, you can move it to the "Music" folder in the "Music" folder in the
main game folder. Furthermore, this DLC cannot be downloaded from a non-Japanese PS4™ system. Eorzea is a land of destiny, wrapped in danger, where the great nations of the west clash against the emperor and
his vassals. Master the ways of a ninja as you fight your way through Eorzea and discover the depths of your own power. New ways to use the skills you have mastered will open up as you team up with great fighters
from around the world. For some reason, you wake up in this strange world, with no memory of who you are, where you came from, or why you are here. All you know is that a dark future lies before you. Features:
Ninja Gaiden 2 Play the 2nd in the legendary Ninja Gaiden series. The original story starts in a far-off land called Higuma, an island divided by a conflict over the monstrous ninja Kagune. Mild-mannered ninja Ryoma
Azuma is ordered by the local lord to assemble a team of elite ninjas and search for the legendary Kagune. His squad consists of the cunning Kazuma and the indomitable Hayate, but they quickly learn that Kagune
is being shielded by a powerful deity known as Shiryu. The order is to kill Shiryu to gain the god's favor, but Ryoma is determined to unravel the truth behind Kagune and defeat Shiryu. The only thing standing in his
way is the legendary Gae Bulgari, guardian of Shiryu and master of sorcery. The Greatest Duel in History Prepare yourself to be among the few fortunate ones to get to take part in a divine battle among Gods,
Devils, and Human Beings against the Great King, the King of Kings! Six players, on their respective role-playing game characters, will take on the role of gods against the Six Great Deities. Players will first introduce
their characters with their

Lithium City Soundtrack Features Key:
Choose Galacide, can collect the UFO elements.
Select the platform that you like.
Choose the exciting game.
Collect extraterrestrial objects and find the Galacide.
Support reverse gameplay and replay.
You will be in a beautiful adventure game.
Challenging.Impressive. Winning.

Requirements:
Operating System: Windows XP (32-bit)
Setting: 1280*720
hard disk space: 128 MB
Resolution: 1024*768
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